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Abstract The genetic code is the correspondence between ‘letter’-units that cells utilize for translation: 
triplets of bases in the producers (genes), amino acids in the products (proteins). The self-referential model 
indicates that the codes resulted from Proto-tRNA Dimer-Directed Protein Synthesis. The dimerized proto-
tRNAs became codes when the peptides they produced bound back to them and stabilized the 
correspondence between the units and the protein production system. Anticodons are representative sites 
of the initial binding oligomers, that guided the complementariness at dimerization. The process of 
producing stabilized associations is a ‘dynamic, epigenetic kind of memory’. The associated system is a 
module for the construction of polymers – genes, in the realm of ‘memories in strings’. Memories guarantee 
stability while plasticity refers to the dynamics, which are the two main and interdependent characters of 
the living. Further stabilization and partial autonomy come from diversity in proteins at construction of 
structures and functions for the metabolic flow network. The metabolic system remains dependent on the 
environment, in a tense relationship with the degradation it provokes. A necessary component of biological 
complexity is the plasticity in behaviors, which mediates the diversity, adaptations and open-ended 
evolution. It is constitutive to protein structures and functions. Plastic behaviors are enhanced through the 
network organization of the system. Interactions that build networks are dependent on the wide range 
adhesiveness and binding sites of proteins. The model indicates that networks of nucleoprotein interactions 
are superposed on those of anticodon dimers, while all components are polymers with variable sequences. 
The complex behaviors of the resulting Multi-Synthetase Complexes are now minimally rationalized.  
 
Key-words Genetic code, Self-reference, Coherence-decoherence, Memory, Metabolic flow, Plasticity, 

Networks, tRNA dimers, Multi-Aminoacyl-tRNA Synthetase Complex, Cohesiveness.  

 

Graphical abstract (Left, bottom) The encoding process A module is a simple network of tRNA pairs. The first 

module encodes the anticodon pairs (1) 5´GGG:YCC3´and (3) GGA:YCU. Complex are the many cycles of 

evolutionary adjustments between the sequences of the synthetases and of the tRNAs. (Right, top) The 

ribonucleoprotein network in the Multi-Synthetase Complex of mammals There are nine enzymes 

[highlighted pink] and three auxiliary proteins [numbered]. Interactions via anticodon pairs are in straight 

lines, via protein binding in hand-drawn curved lines. The latter are more abundant upon the subnetworks 

that are less connected through the tRNA pairs and that join central A:U triplets. 
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                 Graphical abstract  

 

Introduction The genetic code is the set of correspondences between the aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases 

(synthetases) and their substrates tRNAs and amino acids. The working products of the correspondences, 

the aminoacyl-tRNAs, are represented by the tRNA anticodon triplet codes and the amino acids – the 

meanings – that are carried by the tRNAs. The correspondences have been settled following functional 

necessities of the cellular system but from the strictly biochemical point of view they may be considered 

nearly symbolic or arbitrary because there are no strong evidences of chemical relatedness between codes 

and meanings (Figure 1). 
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        Figure 1 Genetic anticode triplets and meanings in the matrix format 
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Figure 1. Genetic anticode triplets and meanings in the matrix format. (A) The matrices differ from the 

traditional in exchanging the positions of the two right columns and the two bottom rows, therewith 

conducing to easy visualization of the symmetries produced by the triplet pairs. The principal dinucleotides, 

underlined, define the 16 boxes. They are constituted by the columns or the central bases, and the rows or 

the 3´ or last bases of the triplets; the first base, 5´, is the variable or wobble position, W (G, C, U). The 

direction is given by the biosynthesis of the polymers: start with the leftmost monomer and keep adding 

new ones at the right side. Codons are 64 but anticodons are 46: three per box plus the initiator less the 

three terminators. One of the symmetries is highlighted in colors and by the diagonal line uniting the 

initiator and the terminator codes. This relationship builds a punctuation system that is examined in details 

in [16]. Here it is only pointed out the complex relationships: both the initiator and the elongator Met 

triplets have the same composition but different functionalities of the principal dinucleotides, CAU for 

elongation and CAU for initiation; the termination codons correspond to the anticodons (red) that were 

eliminated, with a YYA constitution, except the CCA that is maintained  for Trp. (B) The four modules of 

nonself-complementary triplet pairs, which are the primary encoding modules, are numbered and 

highlighted in colors; the networks of pairs are drawn in Figure 6. Two other diagonals are indicated, which 

will be commented upon later: the complementary principal dinucleotides 
→ 𝑁𝐺𝐴

← 𝑈𝐶𝑁
 for the same amino acid 

Ser; the two atypical synthetases that occupy complementary triplets 
𝐺𝐴𝐴 𝑃ℎ𝑒

𝑈𝑈𝑌 𝐿𝑦𝑠
 .  (C) The matrix of the 

meanings. There are three hexacodonic attributions: LeuRS NAG plus YAA runs along one same column 

inside the homogeneous principal dinucleotide sector; ArgRS NCG plus YCU runs along one same column 

and traverses from the homogeneous to the mixed principal dinucleotide sector; SerRS utilizes 

complementary principal dinucleotides in module 1. One half of the boxes is single-meaning, the other half 

is multi-meaning, and these are all paired symmetrically: single meanings in the core boxes (NGG Pro : NCC 

Gly, NCG Arg : NGC Ala); multi-meaning in the boxes at the tips (NAA Phe, Leu : NUU Asn, Lys; NAU Ile, Met, 

iMet : NUA Tyr, X); single-meaning pairing with multi-meaning, respectively: NGA Ser : NCU Ser, Arg; NAG 

Leu : NUC Asp, Glu; NAC Val : NUG His, Gln; NGU Thr : NCA Cys, Trp, X.  

The anticodons find their complements in the codons of mRNA sequences at translation. The translation 

process would be more strictly called transliteration in view of its punctual or ‘letter-by-letter’ (triplet-to-

amino acid, ‘digital’) nature, without any hints at interpretation of messages. This set of ‘letter’ codes is at 

the origins of cellular organization, from which precision in the structures and functions can be obtained 

through the construction of sequences – genes and proteins. These acquire functional conformations that 

build the metabolic flow, which sustains the organisms, through the adequate body structures (Figure 2). 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                               Figure 2 General structure of the nucleoprotein system of cells   
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Figure 2. General structure of the nucleoprotein system of cells. Aspects highlighted are the conservative 

(blue) and the evolutionary (green), which are contrasting functions in mutuality and interdependence. 

Conservation of memories is necessary for identity and regeneration of the proteins. Proteins execute 

replication of the memories and the vast majority of other functions, constructing the body and relating it 

to the environments, through their own activities and through regulation of the expression of the 

memories. These activities are mediated by diverse RNA types together with the proteins, which are the 

epigenetic mechanisms. Some of the epigenetic signals produce hotspots or facilitate genetic activities that 

are related to the generation of variability. Selection acts upon the variant sets – the ‘editing function’ 

(violet) – evaluating the system’s fitness in relation to the environments, which results in changes in the 

populations of individuals with their genomes. 

 

 

Model Understanding the structure and the process that formed the code is still non-consensual, in spite of 

the half century span from the deciphering of the meaning of the triplets. The Self-Referential Model [17] 

indicates that the formation of the code was based on ‘Protein Synthesis Directed by Dimers of proto-

tRNAs’. The dimers are considered mimics of the ribosomes – structures that hold two tRNAs together and 

facilitate the transferase reaction – but may be also considered among other instances of Non-Ribosomal 

Protein Synthesis [8, 9, 26, 28]. While the couple of tRNAs is laterally associated in ribosomes, the dimers 

associate proto-tRNAs through pairing of the anticodon loops (Figure 3). Information on the original data, 

going back to 1996 [12], and further references are compiled and reviewed in [14, 16].  

 

 

Figure 3. Ribosomal, mRNA-directed protein synthesis and proto-ribosomal Dimer-Directed Protein 

Synthesis. The first (left) is uni-directional and the transferase reaction (green arrow) occurs between a 

couple of laterally-associated tRNAs. The peptide in the peptidyl-tRNA (n) is added to the entering 

aminoacyl-tRNA; the peptidyl becomes n+1 and this peptidyl-tRNA is translocated (blue arrow) to the 

peptidyl site. The second (right) is bi-directional and the tRNAs are paired through the anticodon loops. The 

paired proto-tRNAs have an undecided identity, the anticodons being at the same time codons one for the 

other. The product protein may be semi-repetitive in constitution, combining some preferential amino 

acids in consequence of some chemical affinities, but also openness to external availability of amino acids. 

The dashed curved line elongates the chain of amino acids in the peptide and wraps around the producer 

dimer in the process of stabilization and coating/protection. Variations in the product peptides that bind to 

the producers may lead to continuation of the ‘superposed or coherent’ qualities (in analogy with quantum 

systems properties) or to differentiation (‘decoherence’) into singular identities after preferential binding of 

the products to one or the other proto-tRNAs. It is possible that the Ser codes are reminiscent (chemical 

´fossils´) of the coherent state, conserving the complementary principal dinucleotides (NGA:NCU) and an 

auto-aggregated synthetase. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Figure 3 Ribosomal, mRNA-directed protein synthesis and proto-ribosomal Dimer-Directed Protein Synthesis 
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We concentrate here on mechanisms involved with the generation of complexity in biosystems, that are 

centered on the evolutionary construction and diversification of sequences of the biopolymers – proteins 

and nucleic acids. These combine in the construction of cellular bodies through the criterion of functionality 

of the metabolic flow that is directed to serve the regeneration of the system of biopolymers. The 

fundamental structure is of networks that are rich in self-referential loops and provide for partial 

sustainment of the system – the environmental dependency is irrevocable. The small networks studied 

here involve, in the order of increasing complexity and flexibility, dimerization of tRNAs, degeneracy of the 

aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases and association of these in the ribonucleoprotein aggregates Multi-Synthetase 

Complexes (MSC). 

RNA world The dimer-directed encoding process overcomes and by-passes the problems introduced by the 

RNA World hypothesis, of having RNA-only protocells that, besides not having a solid foundation on abiotic 

availability of nucleotides, requires long chains of these, which are known to be fragile and unstable. 

Instead of starting with long RNA molecules to be translated, only thereafter acquiring a meaning other 

than the self-directed (RNA makes RNA that makes RNA- - - - - ), the dimers may be composed of oligomers; 

sizes below or around 20mer are compatible with abiotic synthesis. The constitution of the oligomers is left 

open in view of the many possibilities that are offered by prebiotic chemistry [e. g. 7]; they might have 

been polymerized on crystal or clay surfaces. It is only required that they should function similarly to the 

tRNAs, being able to carry attached molecules, including amino acids, to dimerize (Figure 4) and to transfer 

the load from one to the other. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                      Figure 4 Sketch of a general structure for a pair of anticodon loops 
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Figure 4. Sketch of a general structure for a pair of anticodon loops. The central base pair joining the 

principal dinucleotides is of the standard G:C or A:U kind. The 3’ base of a principal dinucleotide pairs with 

one of the choices offered by the wobble (W) position in the other strand, according to the generic R:Y rule. 

In pairs of present day tRNAs the two bases lateral to the anticodon, in both sides, are indicated to extend 

the pairing, since they are frequently purines in one side and pyrimidines in the other side [37], namely (in 

the brown strand) base 32 is 65% C : base 37 is 75% A, base 33 is 99% U : base 38 is 71% A. The structure in 

[27] is not entirely adequate for comparison due to having been obtained from pairs that went through 

harsh purification procedures and show only the triplet pair. The thermodynamic data [10] indicated 

stability strength compatible with about seven base pairs. Possible involvement of curvatures in the 

anticodon loops, such as the U-loop involving U33 and the central purine in the same anticodon loop [24], 

are not drawn.  

Precursors of anticodon triplets would have been oligomeric complementary sites, like others that 

participate in intermolecular associations. Present day triplet structures would have been derived from a 

‘compression’ process imposed upon the mRNA chain and the tRNA L-shape inside the ribosome. In order 

to accommodate the interacting segment of the mRNA plus the two tRNAs inside the organelle, the 

anticodon loop and the mRNA developed torsions and curvatures that should reflect the 1 + 2 functional 

differentiation of the wobble + principal dinucleotide positions. The ribosomal decoding site structure 

became physically separated into a 1 + 2 non-contiguous construction. The synthetases conserve the 

preferential interaction with the principal dinucleotide of anticodons at most of the single-meaning boxes. 

While it is not possible to have the relevant prebiotic samples to work with, biochemical tests may utilize 

the known tRNAs or some mini-versions of them, as proxies, at the same time attributing known functions 

to the codes and adding biological qualities to the model components. 

Network origins A sketch of the organization of the code based on pairs of anticodons is presented 

[detailed in 16], on which basis the formation of biological networks can be visualized. These go from the 

more rigid and regular kinds of interactions between the triplets of bases in RNAs, which are reminiscent of 

nearly crystalline structures (Figure 5), to the more plastic and pleomorphic that are formed by protein 

interactions, sometimes described through the similarity with sticky gels.  

Triplets and dimers The pairs of anticodons have a structure  
→ 5′ 𝑤𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑒−𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒍−𝟑′

← 𝟑′−𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒍−𝑤𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑒 5′  that generates small 

networks due to the choices allowed by the composition of bases in the wobble position of the triplets. The 

central base pair is of the strict G:C and A:U kind. The lateral pairs are dictated by the 3’ base of the 

principal dinucleotide, choosing the complement among the possibilities offered by the wobble position 

and accepting the generic R:Y pairs. This is necessary in view of the elimination of A at the 5’ position. A 

basis for the Self-Referential Model is the full credit given to this 1 + 2 structure of the anticode triplets, 

which is only now being introduced into studies of codons [35].  

 

Figure 5. The common base pairs in RNA. The G:C pair is strong, with three hydrogen bonds. All others are 

weak, with two hydrogen bonds. The G:C and A:U are standard, conserving the precise angles and 

distances, which are important for the double-helical strict regularity. The G:U pair is somewhat weaker 

than the A:U due to some distortion in distances and angles. The A:C pair, not shown, is topologically 

similar to the G:U but even weaker and rarer. The general rule is purine:pyrimidine, R:Y, (G or A):(C or U), 

allowing for shuffling of kinds along the sequences. Picture obtained from Google Images – EteRNA WiKi, 

August 2017. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            Figure 5 The common base pairs in RNA 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Networks of anticodon pairs. The pairing rules are: central standard G:C and A:U. Laterals generic 

R:Y dictated by the 3’ base, choosing the base to pair among the variety offered by the wobble position 
→ 5′𝑊𝑵𝑁3′

← 3′𝑁𝑵𝑊5′ . The anticode matrix is separated in the nonself-complementary (left) and self-complementary 

(right) types of triplets. The first kind find complements among themselves diagonally and form four 

modules (1-4) with identical topology, asymmetric due to combining two triplets from the upper two rows 

(5’G-central-3’R) and four from the lower two rows (5’Y-central-3’Y), totaling 8 pairs per module. The four 

modules compose two sectors, with homogeneous (NRR and NYY) or mixed principal dinucleotides (NRY 

and NYR). The self-complementary triplets from the upper two rows (5’Y-central-3’R) are untouched by the 

5’A elimination and conserve the 4 x 4 pairs symmetrical topology. The topology is identical for the central 

G:C and central A:U modules, that find pairs combining the two sectors, horizontally along the upper two 

rows. In the lower two rows, the self-complementary triplets are all 5’G-central-3’Y, there being only four 

triplets in each group of central base kind; the two networks have symmetric 2 x 2 pairs, again combining 

the two sectors. Module numbers indicate the order of encoding: homogeneous principal dinucleotides 

before the mixed and inside a sector, the central G:C before the central A:U. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Figure 6 Networks of anticodon pairs 
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Nonself-complementary triplets and modules The networks are of two types, distinguished by the kinds of 

triplets that suffered the consequences of the 5’A elimination in different ways (Figure 6). In the matrix of 

triplets, note the hemi-boxes called nonself-complementary: both lateral bases are of the same kind, both 

R or both Y. These triplets pair only with others of the same nonself-complementary set. This set of pairs 

builds two sectors in the matrix that run along the diagonals. In one sector, from the upper left corner to 

the lower right, the principal dinucleotides are called homogeneous, composed of either two R or two Y 

bases. One nice consequence of being nonself-complementary is that the triplets display for interactions 

fully planar surfaces, where each kind of radicals reach the same height for either run of three R or three Y. 

The repetitiveness also means simplicity in the set of radicals along the triplet, and symmetry from the 

center to the sides. It is indicated nevertheless that it is not the symmetric character per se that constitutes 

a qualitative requirement of the encoding process; it is the non-complementary character of the lateral 

bases that adds the meaningful quality. In other words, it might be possible to have another molecule in 

the place of one of the bases that would create asymmetry but if it maintained the avoidance of the 

complementary pairing it could still be accepted by the encoding system. 

The sector that runs from the lower left to the upper right in called mixed, more complex due to the 

composition of the principal dinucleotide having one R and one Y, therefore with a rugged surface while 

maintaining the nonself-complementary property. The networks of dimers formed by these triplets 

become, after the 5’A elimination, asymmetric due to having two 5’G triplets pairing with four 5’Y triplets, 

and this structure is fully repetitive the whole matrix traverse. Four modules are generated, introducing a 

quality of importance for the encoding process: what has been learned and developed in the first module 

may be applied with expediency to the others, through duplications. The process of evolution that is 

facilitated by duplication followed by diversification is common and may be applied to various kinds of 

structures [4, 5, 21], possibly made easier in the case of modular repeats such as indicated by the self-

referential model.   

Encoding letters The process envisaged for the encoding is the generation of a circularly structured 

association system that keeps practicing cycles of the transferase reaction. It is composed by (1) producers, 

which are the dimers of oligomers, and the (2) products – proteins (oligomers to polymers), among other 

possibilities, depending on the kinds of substrates utilized for the synthesis. (3) When the products acquire 

the adequate composition for not being lost to the environment and for binding back to their producers, 

therewith coating and protecting them from degradation, stabilization of the ensemble is reached. (4) 

Stability means habituation, where the system develops a longer duration and, provided that its original 

function is not impaired, it will keep producing more of what it got used to do, according to the natural 

availability of reactants. The end result of the cycles of synthesis and of the association is (5) a stable 

producer-product correspondence, which is a letter code. The evolved producer acquires the property of 

memory for the product; the cycle is identical in structure to the epigenetic processes [32]. Composition of 

the products of the dimer-directed syntheses might be originally biased with respect to the constitution of 

the dimers and of the available monomers that they carry, due to chemical affinities and abundances, 

therefore not homogeneous but also not entirely dictated by external availability. The cycling process 

would contribute to the enforcement of some aspects of the interactants and lead to mutual adjustments.  

Encoding practical The nonself-complementary modules fit convincingly the requirements for encoding 

structures. Their simplified and asymmetric character facilitates the process. A high stability dimer is 

encoded first (1). This is composed by triplets belonging to the two middle rows of the matrix. Data on the 

estimated stability of triplets are in [13]. (2) All other dimers the first triplets would also be involved with 

become of low concentration, while (3) the second set of dimers remain at high concentrations and 

develop the second encodings. This set is composed by the triplets in the upper and lower rows. At the 

encoding, the synthetase joins the degeneracies in the wobble position together in the same principal 

dinucleotide (1’, 3’) (Figure 7). 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Encoding the two pairs of boxes in the asymmetric nonself-complementary triplet modules 

through cycles of Dimer-Directed Protein Synthesis 

Figure 7. Encoding the two pairs of boxes in the asymmetric nonself-complementary triplet modules 

through cycles of Dimer-Directed Protein Synthesis. Among the products of each dimer there are the 

aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases that materialize the encoding. Module 1 is an example. The high ΔG pair (1) is 

stable enough to facilitate protein synthesis from which a stabilized precursor-product correspondence is 

generated. This pair is composed by triplets belonging to the two middle rows of the matrix. All other pairs 

the triplets of pair 1 would be involved with become of low concentration (2), leaving the other pair (3) at 

high concentration, from which another correspondence is fixed. This pair is composed by the triplets in the 

upper and lower rows. Synthetase recognition of tRNA evolves from – the initial state (a) – a collection of 

distributed sites along the protein and the tRNA sequences, which may or may not involve the anticodon, 

to (b) involve specificity towards the principal dinucleotide of the anticodon. At these stages, high 

degeneracy is the rule so that the other triplets in the module (1’, 3’) follow their cognate principal 

dinucleotides.  

 

Across the modules, the rule is to encode the homogeneous principal dinucleotide sector before the mixed, 

following the synthetase interaction sites from simple (repetitive, planar) to complex (mixed, rugged) and, 

inside the sectors, encode first the central G:C before the central A:U, following the triplet dimer stability. 

This was found entirely in accordance with the starting metabolic pathway, which is the Glycine-Serine 

Cycle, and also with the late installation of the specific punctuation system.   

Diversity and combinatorics The availability of a letter code is a main and essential attribute of living 

beings, which allowed the construction of specific structures and functions through the enchaining of the 

letters into linear sequences of polymers; these fold in the 3D space into precise functional conformations. 

An apparently endless array of sequences is possible to be generated, giving support to the enormous 

diversity of the biosphere, all possibly based on combinatorics, among other processes, with some 

intriguing similarity to human languages, at least metaphorically or as an appealing analogy. The 

evolutionary panorama of large diversity of living beings that form highly complex bodies and ecosystems 

would be adequately described by the already well settled assertion of an endless or open process – open-

ended evolution, which is the biological counterpart to the infinites of logics and mathematics.   

Encoding sequences The encoded letters would be able to generate sequences or chains of codes through 

ligation and other choices among the variety of molecular evolution processes, therewith forming genetic 

sequences – chains of the tRNAs or of segments of their sequences. These would have the quality of being 

meaningful from the beginning, therewith reducing the problem of having nonsense or stop segments 

inside the coding sequences. The first kinds of selection criteria (Figure 2) would be plain and simple 

stability of the products, thereafter their ability to bind the producers, their protection from degradation, 

and the capacity of not harming their activities. In this way, the small precursor-product system may keep 

producing more of itself, which is akin to reproduction. The process has similarities to other models called 

auto-catalytic sets or systems [20]. 
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Early sequences It is envisaged that at some early stage in evolution of the system its composition would 

be biased according to the affinities presented by the monomers that were obtained from external sources. 

If, e. g., they would be similar to the products of Miller type experiments, they would contain mostly 

organic acids, including keto-acids, which may be aminated to become less reactive and more stable in the 

form of amino acids, among other compounds. Organic materials from meteorites indicate the presence of 

amino acids in the parts-per-million range, of nucleobases in the parts-per-billion range, which could give 

estimates on what could have been the composition of some early oligomers. At some later stages, this 

could have given rise to the variety of Non-Ribosomal Protein Synthesis, including the proto-tRNA Dimer-

Directed Protein Synthesis and the formation of RNP systems, such as the synthetase-tRNA and the 

ribosomal. It is appealing, e. g., the known high participation of Glycine in the RNA-binding sites of today’s 

proteins, whose affinity might have been relevant for selection in favor of RNA along the process. 

Evolution It is adequate to highlight three key-words in the context of early biological evolution. (1) 

Stability is the crux in a process that should ideally acquire the (2) self-stimulation capacity (positive 

feedback, self-feeding). Stability should be partial so that the structures do not ‘freeze’ in one form but 

keep open to change and evolution, which is the attribute of (3) plasticity. In later steps of the process, we 

might identify two characters that summarize and identify biosystems, in interdependent circularity and in 

spite of the danger of reductionism but with the quality of simplicity: (a) stability and conservativeness, 

which are main attributes of the genes, nucleic acids and replication; (b) evolutionary potential and 

realization, openness to change and adaptation, which might be pinpointed to protein plasticity [3, 23, 29].  

The process of formation of the code is pre-Darwinian, in the Self-Organization realm. It may be estimated 

that it would have taken hundreds of million years, in the interval from the origin of the Earth to the 

paleontological dating of cellular microfossils, this at <3.5 Gya. This is the period of maturation of the LUCA 

lineages and their confluence into the populations that share the nearly universal code. We stress, inside 

the Self-Organization paradigm, the Self-Referential mechanism, which is intended to be at the same time 

wider and softer than the auto-catalytic; it would be closer to the more systemic ´auto-catalytic sets´ [20]. 

The specificity in the case of the encoding indicates the supposed dominance of characters of the products, 

which are the proteins made of simple monomers, in shaping the outcomes in the system under 

construction. It is the quality in the product (such as stability and the binding ability) that chooses among 

variants of the producers which will be adequate for the ensemble to fit together in a system. In the case of 

encoding, it is suggested that peptides that were stable in themselves and adequate for binding to the 

proto-tRNAs, directed the development of the RNA structure, that is considered of biotic origin.  

A result of the chronology of amino acid fixation in the code that highlights the precedence of the plastic 

character over the internally organized protein structures is the composition of initial set of amino acids, 

which is more adequate to build Intrinsically Disordered Regions of proteins. The evolutionary path 

indicated is from disorder to order, meaning that disordered regions are original and open to develop order 

and informational patterns at the interaction events, in mutuality and in accordance with the kinds of 

interactants [15].     

Metabolism Besides delineating modes of experimentally testing the Dimer-Directed Protein Synthesis 

activity, the significance of the self-referential encoding process for cellular systems was immediately 

evaluated through overlaying the structure of the sets of dimers upon various sets of properties of amino 

acid residues in proteins and of properties of proteins. The chronology of amino acid encoding that was 

generated found support in a biosynthesis pathway that makes sense as candidate among the first in the 

metabolic network, the Glycine-Serine Cycle: (1) It is the simplest among the central metabolic pathways – 

it starts with C1 and its most complex components reach only the C4 level. (2) It is the only one containing 

amino acids, while the others contain precursors to amino acids. (3) It contains the two direct precursors of 

gluconeogenesis. The chronology of amino acid incorporation into the code is presented in Table 1.  

 



Table 1 Overview of the chronology of encodings 

 

Homogeneous sector  1a GGG → CCC       2a GAG  →  CUC                                                                                   

-        ↘ CCU         ↘  CUU 

         ↗ UCC                    ↗  UUC                                                                                 

-     1b GGA → UCU   2b GAA →   UUU  

First encodings 

    1 a 
𝐺𝐺𝐺

𝐶𝐶𝑌
  → 

𝑁𝐺𝐺

𝐶𝐶𝑁
 → 

𝐺𝑙𝑦

𝐺𝑙𝑦
      2 a  

𝐺𝐴𝐺

𝐶𝑈𝑌
 → 

𝑁𝐴𝐺

𝐶𝑈𝑁
 → 

𝐿𝑒𝑢

𝐴𝑠𝑝
   

                                              1 b 
𝐺𝐺𝐴

𝑈𝐶𝑌
 → 

𝑁𝐺𝐴

𝑈𝐶𝑁
 → 

𝑆𝑒𝑟

𝑆𝑒𝑟
                    2 b 

𝐺𝐴𝐴

𝑈𝑈𝑌
 → 

𝑁𝐴𝐴

𝑈𝑈𝑁
 → 

𝐿𝑒𝑢

𝐴𝑠𝑛
 

Present encodings 

    1 a 
𝑁𝐺𝐺

𝐶𝐶𝑁
                  

𝑃𝑟𝑜

𝐺𝑙𝑦
       2 a  

𝑁𝐴𝐺

𝐶𝑈𝑁
              

𝐿𝑒𝑢

𝐴𝑠𝑝,   𝐺𝑙𝑢
   

                                              1 b 
𝑁𝐺𝐴

𝑈𝐶𝑁
             

𝑆𝑒𝑟

𝑆𝑒𝑟,   𝐴𝑟𝑔
                2 b 

𝑁𝐴𝐴

𝑈𝑈𝑁
              

𝐿𝑒𝑢,   𝑃ℎ𝑒

𝐴𝑠𝑛,   𝐿𝑦𝑠
 

Mixed sector 

    3a  CGC ←  GCG     4a  CAC ←   GUG            

          UGC ↙          UAC ↙ 

            CGU ↖          CAU ↖                                                        

    3b UGU ←  ACG   4b UAU ←   AUG  

                                             3 a  
𝐺𝐶𝑁

𝑁𝐺𝐶
                 

𝐴𝑟𝑔

𝐴𝑙𝑎
                    4 a  

𝑁𝑈𝐺

𝐶𝐴𝑁
      

𝐻𝑖𝑠,   𝐺𝑙𝑛

𝑉𝑎𝑙
                                             

                                             3 b  
𝑁𝐶𝐴

𝑈𝐺𝑁
         

𝐶𝑦𝑠,   𝑇𝑟𝑝,   𝑋

𝑇ℎ𝑟
              4 b  

𝑁𝑈𝐴

𝑈𝐴𝑁
   

𝑇𝑦𝑟,   𝑋

𝐼𝑙𝑒,   𝑀𝑒𝑡,   𝑖𝑀𝑒𝑡
 

 

Table 1. Overview of the chronology of encodings. Annotations can be detailed in the homogeneous 

principal dinucleotide sector, where there are constraints dictated by the constitution of the Gly-Ser Cycle 

of assimilatory metabolism. This supports the five first encodings, all in single-meaning boxes; Leu is the 

only synthetase class I. Additional encodings in this sector (total ten) are proposed to have been added at 

maturation of the central metabolic pathways, starting with gluconeogenesis, then glycolysis and the 

pentose-phosphate shunt (necessary for the biosynthesis of Phe) plus the Krebs Cycle. The latter includes 

the precursor to the Glu family of amino acids (Pro, Arg), while Lys may be obtained from both Asp or Glu 

sources. The richer amino acid repertoire allows synthetase specificity to develop, including the generation 

of multi-meaning boxes. Encodings in the mixed sector are not metabolically constrained. The sector was 

initiated by the ArgRS expansion from the YCU hemi-box to the NCG box. Note the complete substitution of 

Gly by Pro in the NGG box. Other concessions are partial, from the first amino acid (in the left) to the new 

attributions, separated by comma(s). 

 

The flow It is not adequate to ask which came first, the code or the metabolic pathways. It is not possible to 

have one without the other. It is considered that generation of triplets would be simple, from replication, 

but only after the monomers can be available from biosynthesis, and amino acids are precursors to the 

nucleobases. Amino acid biosynthesis is also difficult, besides having to adjust to – therefore being directed 



by – physiologic necessities, so being the main constraint on the process. On the easier side, it is considered 

that the most relevant amino acids (Gly and Ser) come directly from C1 sources. The solution has to reside 

in coevolutionary processes among various members of the system, which should include these two 

components plus the upstream substrates or sources for metabolism and the downstream destinations for 

its products. This metabolic ensemble composes a flow system where the flow itself is the organizer since it 

is immersed in the pre-existent general universal flow of masses and energy. In nested circular structures, 

(a) the flow that is made by the metabolic system is the measure through which the quality of the system is 

evaluated; (b) the flow produced is checked in relation to and in accordance with the environmental flow. 

Metabolism, which is the biological dynamics, only adds a new segment with its own preferential sources – 

C1 organics, and sinks – starting with the uptake and synthesis of amino acids, thereafter with their 

sequestration in proteins.  

Superposition and the pair of Serine codes A problem with the dimer-directed encoding, as a model for the 

proto-ribosome, would arise from the equal value of the oligomers that dimerize complementarily, while 

the rule in the set of correspondences for translation is the individual encoding of distinct tRNAs. This 

indicates a biochemical situation, in the dimer, that is analogous to the phenomenon of superposition of 

states in quantum objects [31, 34, 39, 40]. It is said that the superposition corresponds to the 

undecidedness between the states or the coherence of one with the other. The quantum objects will adopt 

the classical behavior, or give rise and transform into them, after a process of decoherence that is triggered 

by interactions with some kinds of perturbations that work as if separating the components of the quantum 

object into classical singular states or classical objects.  

There are choices to be investigated for identification of the interacting perturbation in the case of the 

dimers. They could be the product peptides that bind preferentially to one of the proto-tRNAs of the 

dimers, or the possible different products from one dimer that could bind differently to the two members 

and, among other possibilities, they could be different proto-RNAs that would interfere with the pairing of 

the dimers at the proto-anticodon sites. The latter could be assuming the role of present day mRNAs. While 

in the dimer the anticodons are at the same time codons for each other – states superposed; the singular 

anticodon identity is defined when an external RNA substitutes the codon function of the other member of 

the dimer. 

The self-referential model finds in the case of the Serine codes, to my knowledge an enigma that has never 

before received any minimally suggestive interpretation, a remnant of the ancient and original situation of 

Dimer-Directed Protein Synthesis where both members of the dimer were adopted by one same synthetase 

enzyme. SerRS is one of the few synthetases that maintain the original situation of not requiring to interact 

with the anticodon bases. The anticodon principal dinucleotides are complementary  
𝑊𝐺𝐴

𝑈𝐶𝑊
 and both the 

tRNAs and the enzyme are exceptional. The tRNAs have a very long variable arm and the synthetase is 

auto-aggregated, with two tRNA binding sites [11], which seems to be a unique situation. The usual 

interpretation for homodimers is the allosteric where the binding of a substrate to one of the sites activates 

the other in a synergistic mode. 

Meanings in hemi-boxes and the atypical pair 
𝑮𝑨𝑨

𝑼𝑼𝒀
 
𝑷𝒉𝒆𝑹𝑺

𝑳𝒚𝒔𝑹𝑺
  A long known regularity in the code attributions, 

namely the distribution of meanings according to hemi-boxes (of course, in the cases of multi-meaning 

boxes), now receives a functional explanation, not just the R versus Y description, that is the partition of the 

set of codes in a box into the self-complementary and nonself-complementary types. The encoding process 

starts upon the nonself-complementary high ΔG pair of triplets but the synthetase specificity follows a 

succession of degrees of precision in discrimination with respect to the participation of the wobble position 

of anticodons.  

The anticodon may not participate in recognition, that is, it does not interact directly with the synthetases 

(SerRS, LeuRS, AlaRS). When it participates in recognition it may do so only through interactions with the 



principal dinucleotide, generating a single-meaning box (the three above plus ArgRS, GlyRS, ThrRS, ProRS, 

ValRS); all kinds of wobble bases have the same value and meaning, whether generating self- or nonself-

complementary triplets. Multi-meaning boxes require that the synthetases interact specifically with the 

base in the wobble position. A rule that describes the occupation of the wobble bases would be: (a) the 

nonself-complementary is the original or first triplet occupied but it may be 5’G or 5’Y; (b) this encoding 

passes through the single meaning stage where the trace of the triplet of origin is erased (the wobble is any 

base); (c) when a new meaning is to be encoded in a box, the original or initial meaning of the box retains 

the specificity for the 5’G triplet and (d) concedes the 5’Y triplets to the new synthetase; this may or may 

not coincide with the primary encoder in the box. The reason for step (c) would be the strong and specific 

pair the 5’G will form at pairing with a 3’C.  

The rule is followed by another character, that the second meaning in a multi-meaning box corresponds to 

class I or punctuation. Such rule of concession of YNN hemi-boxes to the second meanings is followed by six 

of the eight multi-meaning boxes: WCA Cys/Trp and X, WUA Tyr/X, WUG His/Gln, WUC Asp/Glu, WCU 

Ser/Arg and WAU Ile/Met, iMet. The other two follow a pair of atypical enzymes, which are in accordance 

with the Self-Referential Model. The LysRS class II of some organisms is atypical with respect to the rule 

above, besides the exceptionality of LysRS being of different classes in different organisms. The case of the 

PheRS / LeuRS split box does not contribute to the accounting above since the model says that LeuRS was 

originally octacodonic WAR (Table 1); the concession to PheRS was followed by recession of the LeuRS, 

maintaining the WAG + YAA contiguity, while it is the GAA PheRS that developed the atypical character of 

being a class II enzyme acylating in the class I mode.  

This explanation is also partly historical and contingent: the amino acids Phe and Lys are the only large of 

class II enzymes and of extreme hydropathies; they should have been taken up by class I enzymes but these 

were lacking at the time of fixation of the codes, generating the atypical behaviors. The coincidence of the 

couple being settled precisely upon a pair of triplets adds confidence to the proposition. The moment of 

these encodings, at the transition between the sectors, should have been a critical period in the system, 

possibly of enrichments in the nucleic acid subsystems, as indicated by the rise of sugars, which are 

necessary for the biosynthesis of Phe, and the rise of the basic amino acids Lys and Arg. This is the last in 

the homogeneous sector and the first in the mixed sector.  

Self-complementary triplets and modules are not good for encoding The triplets containing bases of 

different kinds in the lateral positions, one purine and one pyrimidine, would not be the choice for the 

encodings in view of their experimentally observed formation of auto-dimers, especially when they contain 

the small pyrimidines at the central position; the prime example is the very stable auto-dimer of the 

tRNAASP-GUC, in spite of the central mismatch  
𝐺𝑈𝐶

𝐶𝑈𝐺
. There follows lower concentration of the bona fide 

hetero-dimers 
𝐺𝑈𝐶 𝐴𝑠𝑝

𝐶𝐴𝐺 𝑉𝑎𝑙
 . This rationale should explain why these self-complementary modules would not be 

chosen for encoding, especially in the presence of the competing nonself-complementary [38]. 

The modules formed by the self-complementary triplets are of two kinds (Figure 6). Triplets initiated by a Y 

base are not affected by the 5’A elimination so that the topology is the original symmetrical 4 x 4. Those 

initiated by an R base are more reduced than the nonself-complementary and the topology of the network 

is symmetrical 2 x 2. Each topology is repeated twice, according to the G:C or A:U central pair. It is 

estimated that a decision process based on symmetrical networks, relying only upon differential 

abundances of elements and differential thermal stability could eventually happen but would take too long 

in face of the expediency expected for the nonself-complementary networks.  

While in the nonself-complementary modules the pairs unite triplets along diagonals of the matrices, 

following the axes of the sectors, the triplets in the self-complementary modules belong to boxes in the 

same rows of the matrix, with horizontal connections. Therewith comes the main attribute of the latter 

modules: they are integrators, connecting the sectors, but this job is accomplished by the special mode of 



evolution of the synthetase specificity for the triplets, that starts with full box degeneracy. Were it not for 

this stage of the synthetase degeneracy (encoding directed to the principal dinucleotide alone) where the 

distinction between the self- and nonself-complementary triplets is erased, these two kinds of triplets 

would belong to disjoint modules from the beginning. We are now proceeding the algebraic treatment of 

the self- and nonself-complementary submatrices (Figure 6), plus their summed set (Figure 1A), in order to 

check for formal properties (collaboration with Carlos Henrique Costa Moreira) and for their possibly being 

at the roots of the thermodynamical distinction that was observed by [38]. 

 

Integration of the system via proteins – the code degeneracy The self-complementary modules are in 

charge of integrating the other modules into the RNP system, that is, they participate together with 

proteins in the integrative process. Here enters a new instance of self-reference where (a) the encoding 

utilizing a fraction of the triplets produces proteins, the synthetases. (b) Each synthetase, at the 

development of specificity directed to the principal dinucleotide, will incorporate into its meaning the other 

triplets with the same principal dinucleotide, which is the development of a full box degeneracy, each box 

containing the self- and nonself-complementary triplets joined into a coherent set (Figure 8). Expansion of 

this process will progressively dissipate the whole space of triplets, all of them being recruited for 

participation in the code system.     

Further consequences of the presence of proteins derive from their ability to bind a large variety of other 

molecules, since they are the sticky or cohesive components of biosystems, in charge of holding all others 

together into a whole, usually acquiring the shape of a globule when immersed in a watery solution. In the 

present case, we follow the formation of a network of proteins, the synthetases, superposed upon the 

tRNA network. This combined RNP network would be near the roots of cellular organization, where RNAs 

and proteins functionally meet, and also near the roots of biological complexity. It is convenient and 

didactic to study this case, in view of its small size and apparent simplicity.  

Protein plasticity in complexity One component of the complexity comes from the very wide range of 

diversity in the modes that protein sites – oligomeric motifs – can accomplish the binding function. The 

combinatorial possibilities at composing the sites allow for fine tuning so that it is possible to utilize the 

almost digital properties of single amino acids to reach the analogic properties in the site sequences. 

Definitions of complexity, especially when referring to biological objects, are problematic in themselves 

because they would have to take into account the great variety of components and of behaviors in the 

systems the definition refers to, generally ending with non-satisfactory assertions and lack of consensus.  

Another aspect to be considered is that complex objects or entities are systems presenting behaviors that 

may change along time or may accept some degree of non-constancy in composition, therewith increasing 

the difficulty of capturing in a definition these ranges of variations. Such considerations may suggest that it 

should not be expected to reach one consensual proposition but it should be accepted that approaches to 

the examination of complex systems would inevitably be many and diverse, each of them adequate under 

its own limits and purposes, and that a composite picture [e. g. 36] would be always under construction and 

revision.  

For the biological setting, the proposition I could reach says: (1) Living beings are metabolic flow systems 
that self-construct on the basis of memories and adapt/evolve on the basis of constitutive plasticity. (2) Life 
is the ontogenetic and evolutionary process instantiated by living beings [16]. These attempts at definition 
place complexity, as a quality, in the realm of behaviors, and its material basis would be constitutive to 
biological entities, here adopting the near synonym plasticity, which is of more general use in biochemistry 
and not so ´heavy´ with the load of associated connotations as the first term. Plasticity is less intense in 
biomolecules other than proteins, such as DNA, intermediate in RNA. 
 



Network plasticity – the case of the Multi-Synthetase Complex The most interesting aspects in protein 
plasticity come from the wide range in the diversity of interactions. Besides the twenty-few encoded amino 
acids there are the post-translational modifications that enlarge widely the repertoire of elements. This 
should be reflected strongly in the other material substrate for plasticity that are the networks. These are 
originated mostly in consequence of the presence of components – nodes – with three or more interactive 
sites or functions, which is a common feature of biopolymers.  
 

 

Figure 8. Network graphs of connections between synthetases that are facilitated by the pairwise 

interactions between their correspondent tRNAs. (A) The central G:C and (B) the central A:U subnetworks. 

The structure of the subnetworks of tRNA pairs / dimers is sketched; details are in Table 3. Note that the 

dimer connections are self-contained and separated into the nonself- and self-complementary kinds, while 

the integration is developed gradually via properties of the synthetases. In these graphs, the integration 

comes from the degeneracy properties. Specificity of a synthetase towards tRNAs may be strict single (Σ 9 

cases: Phe, Cys, Trp, Tyr, His, Asp, Met, iMet, Asn), or minimally degenerate, to the couple of pyrimidines, 

which does not add integration beyond the triplet kind of the pyrimidines (Σ 3 cases: Gln, Glu, Lys). The 

synthetase specificity becomes integrative of different kinds of triplets in the other cases: the tetracodonic 

or full box Pro, Gly, Ala, Val, Thr (Σ 5), the Ile GAU and UAU, and the three hexacodonics – the simpler case 

of Leu that is NAG plus YAA, with limited 3´R ambiguity; the peculiar case of Ser that conserves the original 

complementary principal dinucleotides while concedes YCU to Arg and recedes to GCU; ArgRS is also most 

peculiar in bridging the two sectors through a wider 3´ ambiguity, going from a homogeneous principal 

dinucleotide YCU to the mixed NCG. The NUC box is shared by these two hexacodonic synthetases.  

 

 

Figure 9. Network graph of the connections between synthetases mediated by tRNA pairs and in the Multi-

Synthetase Complex. Two sources of the interactions are superposed: those facilitated by the pairing / 

dimerization of their correspondent tRNAs (straight lines) and those observed experimentally in the 

isolated Multi-Synthetase Complexes (MSC; curved hand-drawn thick lines). These are colored green for the 

subcomplexes mediated by protein 43, brown for those mediated by p18 and blue for p38. The straight 

black lines indicate connections through nonself-complementary triplet pairs, in red the connections 

through self-complementary pairs. Data on the MSC were taken from the two most complex, that are from 

Bilaterian animals (see Table 3): the mammalian-type includes four species of mammals, plus Drosophila 

melanogaster and Artemia salina, while Caenorhabditis elegans is a variant: Mamm 43RQ, 38KD, 18LIEPM; 

Cele 43RQM, 38KV, LIE. The LIE group of Cele is an example of synthetases that bind to the complex 

without the intervention of auxiliary proteins. Note the establishment of connection between the two 

central A:U subnetworks by p38, in different ways in the two MSCs. Protein 43 connects the central G:C 

with one or both of the central A:U subnetworks in the different kinds of MSC. Protein 18 connects the 

three subnetworks but it is not present in the MSC of the worm, where connections are only between the 

two central A:U and obtained by properties of the synthetases. 
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                     Table 2 Composition of Multi-Synthetase Complexes along the evolutionary scale 

 

Modules Archaebacteria 
Methanothermobacter 
thermoautotrophicum  

Apicomplexa 
Toxoplasma 
gondii 

Euglenozoa 
Trypanosoma    
brucei 

Fungi 
Saccharomy   
ces cerevisiae 

Nematoda 
Caenorhabditis 
elegans 

Insecta Drosophila 
melanogaster Crustacea 
Artemia salina  
Mammalia Four spp 

1 Gly Ser                           Ser      

2 Leu Asp Asn Leu     Leu   Leu         Asp  

1, 2, +: Phe,  
Glu Pro Lys Arg 

 
Pro Lys        

             
Arg 

 
Glu  

 
Pro  

 
Glu 

 
Glu               

 
Lys    

 
Arg 

 
Glu Pro                     

 
Lys         

 
Arg 

3 (Arg) Ala  
Cys Trp Thr 

        

4 Tyr His Gln  
Val Ile Met 

 Tyr Gln 
Met 

Gln 
Met 

 
Met 

         
Ile 

 
Val            

Gln 
Met 

 
Ile Met 

 Gln 

Synthe 
tase class              

II      Σ  8 PK                  S  P   K  P DK  

I       Σ23 L                     R EYQM QM EM LEI V RQM LEIM  RQ 

Central 
base               

G, C Σ  7  P                     SR  P    R P  R 

A, U Σ24 LK  EYQM QM EM LEI KV QM LEIM DK Q 

Auxiliary   
 
p18      

           
p38    

p43  p43 YbaK p43 p43c p43           
p38 

p43                              
 
p18 

              
p38         

p43 

 

 

Table 2. Composition of Multi-Synthetase Complexes along the evolutionary scale. An intermediate step of encoding is added between the homogeneous and the 

mixed sector (modules 1 and 2, +) to indicate the maturation of the central metabolic pathways and full occupation of the homogeneous sector, beyond the Gly-

Ser Cycle. Arg belongs to both modules 1 and 3, but was added at the end of the homogeneous sector. It is indicated that the aggregation involves mostly 

synthetases for the Glu family of amino acids, class I enzymes, and pairs of anticodons with central A:U, which reflects absence of systems involving amino acids 

from Module 3. Oldest auxiliary protein entering the composition of the complex is p43, youngest p18. [19]  

 

 



 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 Network graph of the connections between synthetases mediated by tRNA pairs and by protein:protein binding in the Multi-Synthetase Complex 
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It has been shown above that the tRNA dimers compose a few types of small networks that are lowly 
connected, one possible strong limitation being the constraint imposed by the strict central base pairing rule. 
These are partially joined by the synthetase wide degeneracy, when specificity is based on sequence features 
that are distributed along the tRNA and synthetase molecules without recognition of the anticodon or when 
it is directed to the principal dinucleotide of the anticodon. These are the cases of the hexa- and 
tetracodonic attributions (Figure 8).  
 
Dimers place different synthetases in contact and propitiate integration through binding Beyond these 
integrative advancements based on synthetase degeneracy, a new level of integration comes with the 
possibility offered by the dimers, when they associate tRNAs belonging to different synthetases. The 
proteins placed in close contact may develop binding sites through evolution of adjustments in these sites, in 
case the association, which was initially driven by the tRNAs, proves beneficial to the system [2, 6]. This 
process may be placed in the context of internalization or endogenization of the benefits of an external 
influence into the genetic sequences: selection in favor of variants, in the interacting sites, whose effects will 
mimic the work of the external factor and may now do without it.  
 

Table 3 Connections between synthetases facilitated by the pairing of their correspondent tRNAs and 

mediated by ribonucleoprotein aggregation 

A In nonself-
complementary modules 

Σ pairs In self-complementary 
modules 

Σ pairs Σ Σ Synthetases,  
X 

Central G:C, NSC Modules 1 (homogeneous pDiN) and 3 (mixed pDiN) 

Ser Arg 2, Gly 2 4 Arg 4, Trp 2, Ala 1, Thr 1  8 12 5, XUCA 

Arg Ser 2, Pro 2, Ala 2, Thr 2 8 Ser 4, Pro 4 8 16 4 

Ala Cys 2, Arg 2 4 Ser 1, Gly 1 2 6 4 

Thr Cys 2, Arg 2 4 Ser 1, Gly 1 2 6 4 

Gly Pro 2, Ser 2 4 Ala 1, Thr 1 2 6 4 

Pro Arg 2, Gly 2 4 Arg 4 4 8 2, XUCA 

Cys Ala 2. Thr 2 4   4 2 

Trp   Pro 2, Ser 2 4 4 2 

8 7 occurrences 32 Trp new out of 7 30 62  

Central A:U, NSC Module 2 (homogeneous pDiN) 

Leu Glu 2, Lys 2 4 Gln 8 8 12 3, XYUA 

Gln   Leu 8 8 8 1 

Glu Leu 2, Phe 2 4   4 2 

Lys Leu 2, Phe 2 4   4 2 

Phe Glu 2, Lys 2 4   4 2 

5 4 16 Gln new out of 2 16 32  

Central A:U, NSC Module 4 (mixed pDiN) 

Ile His 1, Tyr 1 4 Asn 1, Val 1 2 6 4 

Val His 2, Tyr 2 4 Asp 1, Ile 1 2 6 4 

Tyr Ile 1, Val 2, Met 1 4   4 3 

His Ile 1, Val 2, Met 1 4   4 4 

Met His 1, Tyr 1 2   2 2 

Asp   Asn 1, Val 1 2 2 2 

Asn   Asp 1, Ile 1 2 2 2 

7 5 18 Asp, Asn new out of 4 8 26  

       

20 16 occurrences 66 4 new out of 13 54 120  



 

Table 3 (cont.) 

B HOW TO DISTRIBUTE SYNTHETASES TO COMPOSE THE MULTI-SYNTHETASE COMPLEX 

Global connectivity    
through  
anticodon pairs 

Central G:C Modules 1 + 3 
Homogeneous principal        
dinucleotide core GPSR                
plus Mixed RATCW 

Central A:U 
Mixed Module 4 VMIYH 
plus Homogeneous 2: DN 

Central A:U 
Homogeneous 
Module 2 LEFK 
plus Mixed 4: Q 

Three-node cycles SGA, SGT, SRA, SRT - - 

Four-node cycles 
 

SRPG, SRPW,                               
GACT, SACT, RACT  

VYIH, VYMH, MYIH, VNID LEFK 

Number of nodes 
connected  
to a node                        

3 + 
2 
1 

A T S G R P 
C W 
- 

Y V H I 
M D N 
- 

L 
E K F 
Q 

Anticodon pairs 120 / 
20 synthetases = 6 

62 / 8 = 7.75 26 / 7 = 3.71 
 

32 / 5 = 6.4 
 

Synthetases in MSC 9 / 
20 = 0.45 

2 / 8 = 0.25 
 

3 / 7 = 0.43 
 

4 / 5 = 0.8 
 

Synthetases                 
not in MSC 

Ser auto-aggregated                        
Cys Trp Gly Ala Thr  

 
Val Tyr His Asn 

 
Phe 

 

Table 3. Connections between synthetases facilitated by the pairing of their correspondent tRNAs and 

mediated by ribonucleoprotein aggregation. (A) Number of anticodon pairs formed by the specificity in the 

left column with other specificities. The auto-aggregated SerRS is highlighted green. The synthetases 

belonging to the MSC of the mammalian type are highlighted blue. These detailed data are summarized in 

the graph sketched in Figure 9. The isolation of the subnetworks is overcome by the cohesive properties of 

the synthetases and the auxiliary proteins. Synthetase specificity is indicated to have started wide, now 

shown by the hexacodonics, then entering partial reduction when directed to the principal dinucleotides – 

forming the tetracodonics, up to the finer tuning of the di- and mono-specificities. (B) Only a few hints can 

be extracted from an evaluation of the information on the tRNA dimers and on the synthetases aggregated 

into the MSC. B1. It is possible that the presently seen structure is still under evolution, but indications may 

be that the integration by aggregation should be partial. Would this mean: don’t over-integrate but leave 

some specificities free for independent and autonomous work and regulation? While we could not extract 

regularities referring to specific qualitative amino acid properties, it is possible to infer some quantifications 

for further evaluation. The central G:C set of pairs is hyperconnected so that it conceded the least number of 

enzymes to the aggregate and its highest connected specificity SerRS was excluded from hetero-aggregation 

via auto-aggregation. The two central A:U subnetwoks are lowly connected through tRNA pairs and became 

more strongly integrated into the system via synthetase aggregation. 

 
Some quantitative observations are consistent with this possibility. Data on the distribution of dimers, the 
whole matrix of anticodes traverse, were overlaid upon the data on the constitution of the Multi-Synthetase 
Complexes (MSC). The MSCs that have been observed across the evolutionary scale build an apparent 
succession of increasing size, expressed as the number of different enzyme specificities that associate into a 
complex (Table 2). It is noticed that data on plants are lacking from the compilation. The peak sizes are in the 
Bilateria animal groups, with a variant containing eight enzymes and two auxiliary proteins in the worm C. 
elegans, and another of wider distribution (Crustacea, Insecta, Mammals) composing nine enzymes with 
three auxiliary proteins [18, 19]. 



 
Our counts of the connections between enzyme specificities that would be propitiated by the dimers are 
detailed in Table 3, where observations on the enzymes that compose the mammalian type of MSC are 
marked in blue, as well as the auto-aggregated SerRS marked in green. These observations are sketched in a 
network graph format in Figure 9.  
 
All synthetases that compose the different MSCs were counted, reaching a sum of 31 occurrences. Among 

these, it has already been pointed out the excess (3/4) of class I enzymes (just 8 class II). It is now realized 

that this corresponds to the excess of central A and central U attributions (just 7 central G and central C). A 

possible rationale, merely quantitative, would be that the aggregation into the MSC would be of help to the 

synthetase activity via stabilization inside the MSC. It is not possible to detail suggestions on the mechanisms 

since there is only the hint given by the known low ΔG of the central A:U dimers. The stabilization would be 

of help also in view of the relative isolation of the two small central A:U subnetworks, relative to the tight 

integration of the central G:C single network.  

The scarcity of the central G:C attributions is not easy to explain, even making room for suspicion on the 

organization of the mixed principal dinucleotide sector. The enzymes lacking in the MSCs correspond mostly 

to module 3. There are five among the eight synthetases of the central G and C kind missing from the MSCs, 

GACWT, the last four belonging to module 3 (50%), while there are only three missing among the 12 of the 

central A and U kind (25%). Module 3 is also the only one not showing an independent evidence of the 

organization based on anticodon pairs (Figure 1). On the contrary, the termination codes are distributed 

along the NYA hemirow, which have given room to the proposition of the ‘windmill’ organization, with 

different topologies for the modules between the two sectors (17).   

Such kinds of aggregate cytoplasmic organizations are usually interpreted as having the function of 
bypassing the need for transcriptional or translational regulation, therewith providing for quick and strong 
responses to necessities of the material stored in the aggregates. Some of the material stored may be used 
as such, which is the case of tRNAs and synthetases when they are recruited for the translational function. 
The model says that tRNAs would not be naked but associated with proteins: they would leave the MSC as 
aminoacyl-tRNA already in association with EF1A and, after the translational function, they leave the 
ribosomes in association with synthetases and get into the MSC again. The MSC aggregate may therefore 
have a dynamic and variable constitution, so that it is not expected to present precise stoichiometry.  
 
Other functions of synthetases that participate in MSC are non-translational and much varied, a large part of 
them related to fragments of their proteolytic processing. It is said that these would depend on the release 
of the synthetases from the MSC so that they could be activated, meaning that the enzymes integrated into 
the MSC would be in a precursor form with respect to the non-translational function [6, 30]. The same might 
be said of the tRNAs, whose fragments may acquire different functions [1, 22, 25, 33].  While not being able 
to rationalize in detail the whole set of functional qualities compiled until now, a generic homeostatic 
participation of the MSC materials is proposed. It is typical of complex systems to offer challenges to 
explanatory endeavors. 
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